Tennis Match Results
Boston College Men’s Tennis vs Duke
Apr 04, 2015 at Durham, N.C.
(Ambler Tennis Stadium)

#5 Duke 7, Boston College Men’s Tennis 0

**Singles competition**
1. #11 Nicolas Alvarez (DU) def. Philip Nelson (BC) 6-1, 6-1
2. #34 Jason Tahir (DU) def. Kent Mukai (BC) 6-2, 6-0
3. #101 Raphael Hemmeler (DU) def. Kyle Childree (BC) 6-0, 6-1
4. Bruno Semenzato (DU) def. Will Turner (BC) 7-6 (8-6), 2-6, 1-0 (10-8)
5. TJ Pura (DU) def. Matt Wagner (BC) 6-4, 6-2
6. Josh Levine (DU) def. Jeffrey Melvin (BC) 6-4, 6-1

**Doubles competition**
1. Nicolas Alvarez/Jason Tahir (DU) def. Philip Nelson/Matt Wagner (BC) 8-1
2. Raphael Hemmeler/Josh Levine (DU) vs. Kent Mukai/Will Turner (BC) 6-4, unfinished
3. TJ Pura/Bruno Semenzato (DU) def. Alexander Aziz/Jeffrey Melvin (BC) 8-3

Match Notes:
Boston College Men’s Tennis 7-13, 0-8 ACC
Duke 19-3, 6-2 ACC; National ranking #5
Order of finish: Doubles (3,1); Singles (1,3,2,5,6,4)
T-2:20  A-109